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E1HC051N1R1J':101HC'1NC+GCJE1H'2/H+1F'/H1'J1+CKC501G1H'=K='M=E=+062=H6'/51H1J'21B51015CGC+,'"01'/HOH'D6+6J
DQ+6R6B='1H51+G1'=K=H'D65=K062='P:6+=HG6'E1+ECK01J'=I=H':101H'1NC+1M=5065=F'J+=E=J'M=+'J1+1+CH'L6+=5062='1K1012CHG1
/H1'D6+6J6H'G62E6B='21B51015CGC+,

!"#$%&#'#&()&#$

($d*&-'3"eZ"*"!

)=+6N=H'N6EJ=H5=J56+='1K1BCG1J='06256J'151H51+C'=56'ONOK01JE1GC+,

*P.6HG=25=J'L6'c+6E=0f
(15J51'$5=KJ=56+'g%QH6E=R=F'>6H6E56N=R=F'3/+O05Ohf
`1:1+5101'%QH6E=R=2=f
(=:06E'31ECKCf
>1BCEC0'L6'Z/i=2E=Jf
VS=2'%QH6E=0=f
VE65R=F'!5P4'L6N1'#62E/+1H'%QH6E=R=2=f
*PKE6+='(=:06E56+=f
&B=E=0'%QH6E=R=2=f
3=2E60'"H15=2E=F'`+/i6'Z=G6+=f
`+/D+10RCf
31ECK'L6N1'(=:06E'*P.6HG=2=f

Y'-./012'AHE6+H1E=/H15'Z=0=E6G'8[[7?\787 .EE4]^^___,E./012=HE6+H1E=/H15,H6E \



*O.126M6f
-6JH=J'#62210f
`+/i6'*P.6HG=2=f
*PKE6+='$5=KJ=56+'%QH6E=R=2=f
)1HJ1RCf
%QH6E=R='"2=2E1HCf
$HK11E'%14C0RC2Cf

%OJ1+CG1'E1HC051H1H'06256J'D+O451+CHCH'MO'M=+6N=H'J=K=5=B=H6'6H'ONDOH'06256J56+'/51+1J'M65=+E=50=K'/5GOBOHO'5PES6H
G=JJ1E6'15CH,

Y'-./012'AHE6+H1E=/H15'Z=0=E6G'8[[7?\787 .EE4]^^___,E./012=HE6+H1E=/H15,H6E j



 !"#$%!&' "$()&'*%*&)+), !"# $%&'() *('+,-
./#./#.../

01-, 2 341,4

-./012'#10345'6)78)"'9':"*()6';;;

 ! " #
5&6()7 8-"-64 $%&'() *('+,- 94941: ;&)9(<-: =&> =(,7?>(< @- 4=9-< A4" A4"-B &,C+: 8"CAC<

DB-)4 &,'(> &<C< 4=4< E<-',4# $%&'() *('+,- A4" >-"- >-<;4)4<;-< <- 4)9-<;464<4

A4,;464<;-: 4?4<- ;E"9 -,,- )("7,(F(> 4)9-> @- >(A4,4B-9- )(%4+# G-" <- >(;(" ;-9(B 8-"->94"-<

4?,-"4 B(+'(;( A-F-"4 )(%4A4 4)- ;-: AC<;(< +-> %&?,(<;767 )EB,-<-'-1# $%&'() *('+,- 4B4

A4" 4,-94?4' >C"'( B-9-<-64<- @- A(?("'(> 4=4< 8-"->-< 494F4 8DF- )(%4+# 3-<-,;- B(>,(?7'7

>4?4)-,: ;&)9(<- @- )(A7",7#

H&+C> >&+C> 4?,-";-< %&?,(<'(;767 4=4< B-<4 A4" 4?- 8-='-;-< E<F-: -,4<;->4<4 4)9-<4,-<

%-;-I ;&6"C,9C)C<;( A494"'-> 4)9-'-)4 ;&6(,;7"# JC A(6,(';( ;(: 4?- (F-,- 84"'-B-F->:

E<F- K;D6D',-"4 =E1-F->K >-<;4 4=4<;- &"8(<41- &,(F(> @- 4?4 9D' &,()7 A&BC9,("7B,(

(<,('(B( =(,7?(F(>97"# JC <-;-<,- 1('(< 1('(<: &<( >-)94"'- B&,,("7< 8E)9-"4,-"->: 4?- A4"

(< E<F- A(?,('()7<;( B(";7'F7 &,'(;( I(B;( &,(A4,4"# J4" >-"- 4?- A(?,(;7 '7 ;(: (">()7<7

8-94"-F-64<;-< ?D+%-<41 &,'()7<#

*(;(>(9 @- 4=9-<,4> ;&6(, E1-,,4>,-"4 &,;C6C<;(<: ;46-" >4?4,-";-< ;- (B<7)7<7 A->,-B-F->94"#

$%&'() *('+,- A-,4"84< I4>4",-"- )(%4+ &,;C6C<;(<: >("(" @-";464 >&<C,(";( &<C >("("7<;(<

;E<;D"'-> +-> >&,(B &,'(B(A4,4"# JC A(6,(';( ;( >-<;4)4<;-< ;(%( %("->-9,4 @- =&>

=(AC> >("(" @-"-A4,-< (">(;(?,("7<7 1('(< 1('(< AC<(,9(A4,4"# L'( $%&'() *('+,- 4=4<

E<-',4 &,(<7<: &,(B,("7< (">()7<;(>4 <-;-<4 (<,('(> &,;C6C %(97",(97,;767<;(: K>7,7 >7">

B("'()7K (<,(B7?,( >("?7,(<'(,7;7"#

57? 8E"D<D?D<;->4 BD1-B)-, )-"9,46- "(6'-<: 4=4<;->4 BC'C?(> @- ?-@>(9 ;&,C B(+7: &<C<

1('(< 1('(< >7"7,'()7<( <-;-< &,(A4,4"# G41'-9 )(6,('( >&<C)C<;( A-F-"4,4 &,C+: 4?4<

CFC<C >-)4<,4>,- A7"(>'(1# 5&6()7 8-"-64 9(>7' (;('7 &,;C6C<;(<: C1C< )D"-,-" 4?4<;-<:

(">(;(?,("7<;(< @- (4,-)4<;-< (B"7 >(,'(> &<C "(%(9)71 -;-F->94"# M(1,( "-(>)4B&<

@-"'-'-> @- =(AC> +(",('('(>,( A4",4>9-: >-<;4)4<- B(+7,(< B(<,7?,7>,("7 (II-9'-: I(>(9

C<C9'('( -64,4'4 &,(A4,4"# $%&'() *('+,- =&> 4B4 A4" ;4<,-B4F4 &,;C6C<;(<: ;46-" >4?4,-",-

>&,(B,7>,( 8D@-<- ;(B(<(< A4" 4,4?>4 >C"(A4,4"# L<F(>: -,-?94"4 @- 494,4+ >(97,'(B7 +->

%(1'-99464 )EB,-<-'-1# *(%4+ &,;C6C A-,,4 I4>4",-"- 9C9>C<,C6C @- AC >&<C;(>4 4<(9=7,767

<-;-<4B,- 1('(< 1('(< >-<;4)4<4< CB("7,'()7<;( I(B;( &,(A4,4"# NB("7,'(<7< B(+7F7 A4"

?->4,;- 4I(;- -;4,'-)4: ("(;( =7>(A4,-F-> )D"9D?'-,-"4 E<,-B-F->94"# $%&'() *('+,- +-> =&>

4<)(< 9(<7": ('( 9(<7;7>,( ;&)9C (B7"'()7<7 A4,4"#

7$-)<*#=$%>

$%&'() *('+,- 4=4< (<( '&94@- -;4F4 I(>9E",-";-< A(?,7F()7: B(+9767 4?,- 4,84,4 &,("(> &"8(<41- &,'( ?(<)7<7< 9(<7<'()7: <4=4<

@- <-;-< & 4?4 B(+9767<7< (=7>,(<'()7 @-B( A4,4<'-)4 @- <- B(+9767<7< &<C< 4=4< (<,(' 9(?7'()7;7"#

H-<;4)4<4 >C"C')(, B(+7B,( E1;-?,-?94"'- @- 8D@-<;- &,'( ;CB8C)C &<C '&94@- -;-< ;46-" I(>9E",-";4"#

O $%&'() P<9-"<(94&<(, Q4'49-; /RR.ST./T %99+UVVWWW#9%&'()4<9-"<(94&<(,#<-9 /



:?"!<'6* #*7;

X"8(<41- -9'-> @- ,4;-",4>

3E"-@ >(+)('7 =(,7?(<( A-,4"84< A4" 8D@-<F- )(6,(">-<: BE<-94' 4'>(<7 @- 4?- >-<;4)4<4 @-"-A4,'-)4 4=4< 8-"->,4 &"9('7

B("(9'(,7;7"# Y(,7?'( &"9('7 >C"C,C ;D1-< @- 4? ;D?D> <49-,4>,4 9C9C,'('(> >(B;7B,( "C94< &,(A4,4"# $D' ;-64?4>,4>,-"4<

;(<7?7,("(> B(+7,'()7 @- (<4 ;-64?4>,4> 8-94"4,'-'-)4 E<-',4;4"#

-*%;7&*=;@;'6!&)7!&!"

!D?I4>: 94941: 8D=,D: 4<(9=7: ;&)9(<-: )-@4',4: 7)"("F7: 4,-94?4' >C"(A4,-<: =(,7?>(<: A(67')71: >-<;4<- E18D I4>4",-"4 &,(<: -@4<-

A(6,7: 4?4<- )("7,(<: 8D@-<4,-<: K>4'K @- K<-K )&"C,("7<7 )&"(<#

-./012'#10345'%*#;&'8*<"*%;=$"'A7*#6!B'9':"*()6';

 ! " #
$%&'() *('+,- @-"4 +"&I4,4<;-< 8E"D,;D6D >(;("7B,(: '-@FC9 4? >&<C'C<;( >-<;4)4<4 (?7"7

?->4,;- 8-"'4? ;C"C';(;7"# JC<C< <-;-<,-"4 (?(67;( A-,4"94,-< )-=-<->,-";-< A4" @-B(

A4">(=7 &,(A4,4"U

(Z [C (<;( B-<4 A4" 8E"-@- (9(<'7? &,(A4,4" @- AC<C< )(<F7,("7<7 =->'->9-;4"# JC ;C"C':

B-<4 8E"-@- (9(<;7>9(< D= 4,- ;&>C1 (B 4=4<;- 41,-<4" @- %-" <- >(;(" &,C?C',("7 8E1,-'->9-

B("(" @(")( ;(: 8-<-,;- AC ADBD> A4" )&"C< B("(9'(B(F(>97"#

AZ [C (<;( 8-,'-'-)4 8-"->-< A4" '-@>4B- (9(<'7?97"# \JC ;C"C': AC '-@>4;- &< 4>4 (B A4"

)D"- 4,- AC,C<CB&")( 8-=-",4;4"Z

@-B( FZ H-<;4 ;&6(, ;(@"(<7?)(, -<9-8"()B&<C<( CB'(B(< A4" 8E"-@4 BD"D9'-B- =(,7?("(>:

>-<;4)4<4< &,'(;767 A4" >4?4,4> 4=4<- AD"D<'- =(A()7<;(;7"#

]C>("7;( 9(<7',(<(< ;C"C' ;4>>(9,- 4<F-,-<-"->: %-' >4?4 @- %-' ;- 8E"-@ >&<C)C<;(

8-,4?-A4,-F-> &,()7,7>,(" ;4>>(9- (,7<'(,7;7"#

O $%&'() P<9-"<(94&<(, Q4'49-; /RR.ST./T %99+UVVWWW#9%&'()4<9-"<(94&<(,#<-9 T



-./012'#10345'C*#6;'*&-;%8*'%*#;&'8*<"*%;=$"'9':"*()6';;

 ! " #
JC +"&I4,;->4 @-"4 8E)9-"8-,-"- 8E"- $%&'() *('+,-U

(Z [C (<;( B( 4?)41 @-B( '-@FC9 4?4<;- A()>7 (,97<;( AC<(,'7? &,(A4,4"^

@-B( AZ Y(,7?9767 4? B-"4<;- 4?,-"4< 4B4 849'-;464<4 @-B( D)9 >(;-'- BE<-94F4)4<4< &<C<

+-"I&"'(<)7<;(< '-'<C< &,'(;767<7 ;D?D<DB&" &,(A4,4"^

@-B( FZ J4" 9(>7' +("()(, )&"C<,(" 4=4<;- &,(A4,4"#

JC A(6,(';( $%&'() *('+,- >-<;4)4<4 8D@-<;- %4))-9'-B-A4,4" @- AC ;C"C' (<F(> (?7"7

A()>7 (,97<;( >-<;4)4<4 8E)9-"-A4,4"#

JC ;C"C' ;4>>(9,- ;-6-",-<;4"4,'-,4: >4?4 @- 8E"-@ D1-"4<;- B(+(A4,-F-64 -9>4,-" ;4>>(9-

(,7<'(,7;7"# N<C9C,'('(,7 >4: $%&'() *('+,- B-<4;-< '&94@- &,C+: 4)9-<4,-< +-"I&"'(<)(

-"4?-A4,'-)4 4=4< >-<;4)4<- A-,,4 A4" 1('(< 9(<7<'()7<( 8-"-> ;CB(F(>97"#

#-"!#'8>">7>

_"&I4,4<;->4 @-"4 8E)9-"8-,-"- 8E"- $%&'() *('+,- +"&A,-'V)9"-) 4=4<;-;4"^ (<F(> AC (?('(;( AC<,("7< E1-,V;CB8C)(, @-B(

=(,7?'( %(B(97<;(< '7 >(B<(>,(<;767 (=7> ;-64,;4"#

JC )-A-+,-: %-" 4>4 &,()7,767< ;( ("(?97"7,("(>: +-"I&"'(<) ;D?'-)4<4 E<,-B-A4,'-> 4=4< )&"C<,("7< <-;-<,-"4<4< AC,C<'()7

E<-' 9(?7'(>9(;7"#

3E)9-"8-,-";-< (<,(?7,;767<( 8E"-: ?C (<;( $%&'() *('+,-: D)9 ;D1-B BE<-94F4V8E"-@ 4>4,-'4 ("()7<;(: >-<;4)4<4 A()>7 (,97<;(

%4))-9'->9-;4"#

JC<C< (";7<;(>4 <-;-<,-"U

(Z $%&'() *('+,- 4,- 4,84,4 %-;-I,-" >-)4< &,("(> 9(<7',(<'('7?97"^

@-B( AZ ]D>,-<;464 )&"C',C,C> &"(<7<;( B-9>4 9(?7'('(>9(;7"^

@-B( FZ J4";-< I(1,( ('4"- >("?7 )&"C',C;C"#

O $%&'() P<9-"<(94&<(, Q4'49-; /RR.ST./T %99+UVVWWW#9%&'()4<9-"<(94&<(,#<-9 `



@-B( ;Z a)9 ;D1-B BE<-94F4)4<4< A()>7F7 &,'()7 <-;-<4B,- &<C<,( 8-=4<-'-'->9-;4"^

@-B( -Z G-;-I,-"4 D)9 ;D1-B BE<-94F4)4 9("(I7<;(< (<,(97,'7? &,'()7<( "(6'-<: & (<,(B('('7?97"^

@-B( IZ b'>(< @-"4,4")- ;(%( I(1,( >(9(A4,-F-64 4<(<F7<;(;7"#

JC <-;-<,-";-< ;&,(B7 8E"-@ +-"I&"'(<)7<7< ;D?'-)4 @- AC<(,7'( 84"'-)4 &,()7;7"#

JC A(6,(';(: D)9 ;D1-B BE<-94F4)4<4< +"&I4,4 ;- ;4>>(9,- 4<F-,-<'-,4 @- &,()7 =(97?'( <&>9(,("7 )(+9(<("(>: 8-"->,4

;D1-<,-'-,-"- 84;4,'-,4;4"#

%*#;&'7$-)<!'$&>"

$%&'() *('+,- 4=4< (<( '&94@- -;4F4 I(>9E",-": '-@FC9 ;C"C'C< )(6,(;767 8D@-<F-: A(?("7,("7<7< 4=9-<,4>,- 9(<7',(<'()7:

>-<;4)4 9("(I7<;(< 9D'DB,- (<,(?7,(< %-;-I,-"- @("(A4,'- %-B-F(<7;7"# 3-<-,;- 4)9-;464: 8E"-@,- 4,84,4 (=7>,('(,(" @- >-<;4

4%94)() )(%()7<;( >7)79,(<'('7? BD>)-,'- ?(<)7;7"#

a)9 ;D1-B BE<-94F4)4 ;4+,&'(94> I(>(9 ;4"->9 A4" ,4;-" &,'(,7: 8E"-@ +("('-9"-,-"4<4 @- %-;-I,-"4<4 9(<7',('(> 4=4< 1('(<

(B7"(A4,'-,4 @- )&<"( ;( &<( %-;-I- @("'()7 4=4< 4'>(< @-"'-,4;4"# $%&'() *('+,- 4,- ;-@(',7 &,("(> 4)94?("- -;4,'-,4 @-

>"494> <49-,4>9->4 >("(",(" (,'()7 4)9-<;464<;- B(";7'F7 &,C<'(,7;7"#

5bHHL$ c5bQcdcH eXH$LQLf

]C>("7;(>4 "(+&" )41- B&, 8E)9-"-< A4" ("(=97"# _-")&<-, _"&I4, L<(,414 =(,7?'( &"9('7 4,- 4,84,4 A4" ;(@"(<7? -<@(<9-"4;4"# JC

"(+&" +-")&<-, )-=4'4<;-: ;-6-",-<;4"4,'-)4<;-: 8-,4?94"4,'-)4<;- @-B( BE<,-<;4"'- @- "-%A-" ;(<7?'(<,7> >&<C,("7<;(

>C,,(<7,'(> D1-"- 8-,4?94"4,'4?94"#

JC "(+&" %4=A4" 1('(< 9-> A(?7<( >C,,(<7,'('(,7;7"# H4?4 4,- B(+7,(F(> &,(< A4" 'D,(>(9 @- >4?4<4< 9-F"DA-,-"4<4: -6494'4<4:

<49-,4>,-"4<4: B-9-<->,-"4<4: @- -6494,-A4,4",464<4 ;-6-",-<;4"-< A4" A4" CB8C,('( @- )D"-= 4=4<;- >C,,(<7,'(,7;7"#

$%&'() )4)9-'4<;- '-@FC9 &,(< ;-64?4> "(+&",(": 4)9-" @- 8-"-> ;CB(")(<71 ;-6-",-<;4"4,-< >4?4 %(>>7<;( )41- (B"7<97,7 A4,84

)(6,(B(F(>97"#

O $%&'() P<9-"<(94&<(, Q4'49-; /RR.ST./T %99+UVVWWW#9%&'()4<9-"<(94&<(,#<-9 g



!"#$%&'()(*+(,'-*.(!-

./0&#12345&!43678
9:09:0999:
;<87&=&>?<7?

!"#$%&"@."&A(&-+(#-%-.

./0&#12345&!43678&3BCD8/?&D4/4EFGH4G&D81H?D&8H?7H?I?G?&1?558D38H?I?&5B/8J8K&?7L&MN/BC38H8&27HOLP4&543?3?&Q?/?
274/4L&MN/BG38&R8D8G8I?G8&541?6D?/K&QOGOG74&Q8/4Q8/&54DFC&4P34&S8&?78D?C?3H8&?R?&Q?/?&27HOIO&5NR78G8Q?7?/0&TO
Q4LF3H4G&N<877?L78&Q45LFG&S8&547HF/M4G&3BCD8/?78/78&?7M?78G?/L8G&Q4<F&LBPBL&6/2Q78378/&R4C4R4Q?7?/0

-78D?C?3&LO/4/L8G&?G54G74/F&Q?/Q?/?G8&HBC34G&8D3838R8&P47FCF/&4GJ4L&?G4HF&S8&Q4IF35F<7FIF&RB<BGH8G&Q4<F&L?C?78/
B<8/?GH8&QF/4L4Q?78J8I?&8DL?R?&D413?G&8D38R8Q?7?/0&TO&HO/O3&Q4<8G&H?I8/&L?C?78/?G&2GOG74&N<MB/&Q?/&C8L?7H8&?78D?C?3
LO/34RF&27HOLP4&MBP&Q?/&?C&274/4L&MN/3878/?G8&R27&4P4Q?7?/0

-78D?C?3&4PF5FGH4G&Q4LF7HFIFGH4&./0&#12345&!43678&27HOLP4&D83L?G7?H?/0&!OGHOIO&B/BG78/?&H8D4R7F&Q?/&C8L?7H8
4G74DF/L8G&M8G877?L78&5?5D837?&S8&D?D?<&H4S/4GF/0

TO&L?C?G?G&Q4CL474/FGFG&E?L?/78/?G?&H?G783838&8I?7?3?&274Q?7?/&S8&Q4<F&L?C?78/&2GO&R8D8/7?&J2CLOH4G&R2L5OG&274/4L
MN/8Q?7?/0

!"#$%&U"V"."

./0&#12345&!43678&L8GH?5?G?&/414D&1?558DD?I?&L2GO74/H4&L85?G7?L78&/8L4Q8D&8D38L&?P?G&?5D8L7?&274G&4GJ4L&5?64/?C
?5D838H8G&NGJ8&HBCBGB6&D83L?G7?&H4S/4G4GK&54DFC&L46434&L2GO5OGH4&F7F37F&Q?/?H?/0

./0&#12345&!43678&54DFCF&L46434&L2GO5OGH4K&5?64/?C&S8/385?&?P?G&3BCD8/?R?&R8D8/?GJ8&5FLFCDF/34R4Q?7?/0&-D?/4<74/F
H?G7838&L2GO5OGH4&4CF/F&?5D8L7?&274Q?7?/&S8&/8HH8H?7H?I?GH8&L8GH?5?G?&MBS8G5?<&1?558H8Q?7?/K&32D?S45R2GO&HBC8Q?7?/0

!4DFCF&L46434&R8D8G8I?G?GK&L8GH?G8&MBS8G&L2GO5OGH4L?&Q?/&8I?D?378&M87?C8Q?78J8I?G?&HBCBGBR2/O<0

.W%#(*-&X-Y.(#+(*-

.BCD8/?&1?<38D78/?&2GOG&N<877?L78/?&4/45FGH4&R8/&474G&L85?G7?L78&MBP7B&Q?/&G2LD4HF/0&X?<38D&S8/38&?5D8I?G?G&Q?/
52GOJO&274/4L&58/S?578&?7M?7?&18/14GM?&Q?/&6/2Q783H8&3BCD8/?G?G&D4/4EFGF&DOD4Q?7?/0

./0&#12345&!43678&3BCD8/?R8&R4/HF3JF&2734R4&18/&<434G&?5D8L7?H?/&S8&3BCD8/?5?G8K&LO/O3OG4&27HOIOGH4G&H414
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ADMIN/TECH AUDIT: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

ORGANISING WORK FLOW

Thomas Sample's natural leadership abilities place him in a strong position to persuade people around him to perform
different tasks. However, his desire to be liked and to avoid unpopular decisions may result in the delegation of tasks
being influenced by these factors since he does not like to impose himself on others.

Due to his naturally democratic and participative style, he may not be able to cope in a harsh, autocratic working
environment. The actual work flow plan will, most likely, be well-thought out, logical and goal-orientated.

MEETING DEADLINES AND TIME MANAGEMENT

Thomas Sample's style is likely to be one of last minute planning, relying on good communication and presentation skills
to carry him over any superficially completed areas.

He is an active person, who pursues stimulating situations and challenges. As a result, time management may be of the
kind where requirements are met just before the deadline.

Long-term, detailed planning can certainly be performed by this person, but adherence to the plan may occasionally
need to be controlled in the light of impetuous, enthusiastic behaviour related to influencing others favourably to 'buy' an
idea or concept.

There may be a tendency for Thomas Sample to become bogged down in detail due to his need to get things right. This
could, occasionally, cause deadlines to be missed.

MEETING INFORMATION/SERVICE NEEDS

Thomas Sample is a skilled communicator, with both poise and strong presentation skills. He will communicate
accurately and factually. However, due to a degree of impatience to get an idea across, he may occasionally be guilty of
leaping from one concept to another.

He will probably have a good network of information source, enabling him to obtain information quickly when required.
Care should be taken in expressing non- acceptance of his ideas, as he may take offence easily.

Thomas Sample is likely to work best in areas where technical, specialist or quality information is required. He may not
always follow through when providing a service to others.

ENSURING QUALITY AND ACCURACY

Although this person has the ability to constantly produce work of a high standard, paying attention to detail and
presenting carefully, it will probably only remain a consistent hallmark of his work if he is given challenging and varied
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assignments.

Open recognition and praise need to be given and his ambitions satisfied. He should be able to enlist the co-operation
and support of others in ensuring quality and accuracy.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Thomas Sample's sensitivity, impatience and natural curiosity are likely to contribute to quick, intuitive and mostly
reliable problem solving skills, especially when the problems relate to people issues or are of a specialist/technical
nature.

A talent for creating goodwill will often be shown. However, he may need help on solutions to problems requiring a harsh
and disciplined implementation process, particularly in areas outside his expertise and knowledge where all the facts
and information are not readily to hand.
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COMPATIBILITY ASSESSMENT: On

Thomas Sample and Martin Thomas
03/07/2012

Private & Confidential

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

Thomas Sample is an outgoing, gregarious and reasonably assertive individual who prefers to lead rather than direct.
He normally uses persuasion coupled with logic and detail to convince others that his way is best. Thomas Sample
tends to seek roles of a specialist nature, in a people orientated discipline. He has an innate need to get things right and
has a bias towards perfectionism. Thomas Sample is a natural self-starter but needs clear and precise goals if he is to
get off the mark quickly. He has the ability to impart technical and specialist information to others in an entertaining way.
Thomas Sample can make decisions but he is not decisive and prefers to gain consensus before acting. He will try to
avoid making harsh or unpopular decisions.

Martin Thomas is a relatively quiet, non-aggressive individual who, although amiable, is not particularly sociable. He has
good follow-through and a detailed and logical approach to work. Being accurate and specific, he will tend to support his
views and opinions with detail, logic and fact. However, he dislikes confrontation and will normally avoid direct argument
and decision making. If in a position of authority, he will set very tight guidelines and rules and expect others to abide by
them. Being wary of change, he will want to know "why" as well as "what" is required. He is normally dependable,
thorough and sincere but can be anxious and inflexible.

MOTIVATORS AND FEARS

Thomas Sample is motivated by public recognition, assignments that challenge his people and specialist skills, money to
spend and a harmonious and democratic working environment. He will seek variety in terms of people and task. Thomas
Sample works best for an authoritative democrat who sets clear rules and tangible goals. He responds readily to work
colleagues who seek to achieve results through co-operation with others and are conscientious and specific in their
approach to work. Thomas Sample has an innate fear of rejection and failure and will try to avoid any form of
interpersonal conflict.

Martin Thomas is motivated by stability, harmony, security, practicality and logic. He will seek service and support roles
that allow him to specialise. To perform well, Martin Thomas needs to be fully informed on all aspects of the task. He
works best for a manager or supervisor who is a mentor, explains in detail and who allows time for him to check and
clarify. Martin Thomas responds best to colleagues who acknowledge expertise, are risk-conscious and prefer
consensus decision making. He has an innate fear of confrontation, the unknown, error and insecurity.

COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION

Thomas Sample is an influential, persuasive, active and detailed communicator. His style is friendly, assertive, specific
and descriptive. Martin Thomas should relate to Thomas Sample's detailed approach but could find his assertive,
influential style somewhat verbose and intimidating.

Martin Thomas is an unobtrusive, passive, patient and detailed communicator who listens attentively. His style is
reserved, enquiring and questioning. Thomas Sample should relate to Martin Thomas's enquiring approach but is likely
to find his passive style rather introverted and irritating.

Other than detail emphasis, Thomas Sample and Martin Thomas have little in common, thus it is likely that interaction
and communication will be somewhat restricted. The significant difference in assertion, pace and use of persuasion
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suggests compensatory modification could be difficult. Therefore, it is important that they are aware of the impact they
can have on each other.

GENERAL COMPATIBILITY

The common trait of risk and quality awareness should provide for at least a functional level of general compatibility.
However, the differences in dominance, inducement and mobility are likely to result in workplace discord and tension,
particularly if misperceived.

WORK COMPATIBILITY

Thomas Sample will seek to utilise his influence, assertiveness and expertise to control quality and persuade or direct
others to attend to detail and maintain standards. His main concerns will be the reduction of risk and the achievement of
an error free result. Having a low boredom threshold Thomas Sample will seek to apply his knowledge and skills to a
variety of tasks relative to his expertise.

Martin Thomas will be inclined to seek out a less mobile environment where the emphasis is on stability rather than
speed or change. He too will concern himself with detail and the securing of a quality end result. However, Martin
Thomas will normally concentrate on dealing with one task at a time. He will usually want to be left alone to work at his
own pace in order to complete a task thoroughly and will resent being pressured to quicken his pace.

Although the differences in style are quite significant, the common need to avoid error should afford a functional level of
work compatibility. Their ability to improve on this is likely to depend on what they perceive to be the motives behind
their differences.

PERSONAL PERCEPTIONS

If Thomas Sample sees Martin Thomas's less mobile, more reserved and deliberate style as an attempt to resist change
and avoid involvement in order to maintain personal security and stability then frustration will increase and compatibility
decrease. However, if Thomas Sample sees these traits as bringing the additional dimensions of organisation and follow
through to the work place and enhancing the probability of worthwhile results, unity and competence should increase.

Similarly, if Martin Thomas perceives Thomas Sample's high activity rate as erratic and his assertive attempts to
persuade others to do things his way as authoritarian then any chance of integration will quickly recede. On the other
hand, should Martin Thomas view these attributes as an ability to impose a structure and focus the efforts of others on
identifying risk and avoiding costly mistakes, thereby enhancing all round performance, Martin Thomas will normally give
Thomas Sample his full support.

RECOMMENDATIONS

These recommendations are made with the intention of enhancing compatibility and positive perceptions. For Thomas
Sample, training in administrative planning is seen as a prerequisite for a better understanding of Martin Thomas and in
Martin Thomas's case, training in self-awareness, communication and dealing with change is recommended. The
foregoing should assist Thomas Sample and Martin Thomas to recognise their strengths and weaknesses and the
opportunities and threats which could emanate from them.

Further areas for development are highlighted in the "Training needs Analysis" report. The "Strengths and Limitations
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Summary" may also prove to be helpful.

SUMMARY

The mutual strength of these two individuals is their ability to attend to detail and adhere to standards and rules.
Individual strengths are Thomas Sample's assertiveness, flexibility and influencing skills and Martin Thomas's
steadiness and follow through. Weaknesses are Thomas Sample's impatience and Martin Thomas's wariness of change
and the reluctance to challenge or commit himself.

Opportunities relate to the enhanced joint competence that would be derived from the successful combining of Thomas
Sample and Martin Thomas's individual strengths. Threats are the use of assertiveness by Thomas Sample to
pressurise Martin Thomas and Martin Thomas's covert and stubborn resistance to such pressure. The outcome of this
would be the disintegration of the relationship.

This partnership will have their fair share of tension and frustration but the underlying trait of risk consciousness could
provide the common ground required for them to move towards an effective working relationship.

Please Note

It should be noted that the compatibility process does not take into account the relative seniority of, or relationship
between, the two people being assessed. The report should, therefore, be read with care and preferably with an
understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the two individuals. An Executive Summary and Job Profile report may
be helpful in this regard.
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Thomas Sample

I
Work Mask

D I S C

9 7 2 4

II
Behaviour Under Pressure

D I S C

2 3 9 5

III
Self Image

D I S C

7 4 -7 -1

Martin Thomas

I
Work Mask

D I S C

4 4 6 3

II
Behaviour Under Pressure

D I S C

4 8 1 3

III
Self Image

D I S C

0 -4 5 0
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DRIVER REPORT: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

RISK RATING - HIGH

Risk rating derived from self-report, ipsative behavioural questionnaire and empirically based expert analysis on
behavioural ratings

DRIVER STYLE & CORE RISK FACTORS

Thomas Sample has a behavioural characteristic that may have a slight moderating influence on the others, this means
his actions may vary, depending on whether this characteristic is being emphasised or not.

Generally, the following may apply:

Thomas Sample could be an unpredictable, impatient and impulsive driver. It is likely that he may be disorganised and
inadequately prepared for his driving and other duties, leading to rushed, careless and potentially dangerous driving.
Disliking controls, disciplines, regulations and generally accepted practices, he possibly will disregard conventional
driving rules and courtesies to suit himself.

In general, Thomas Sample has a competitive, aggressively self-centred behavioural and driving style. In response to
other road users, he may become verbally aggressive, which could impact negatively on his concentration, self-control,
tolerance and consideration. If directed at other road users, this verbal aggression may provoke an aggressive driving
response in return.

Naturally self-assured, with minimal concern for risk, Thomas Sample could frequently and consciously take risks others
perceive to be irresponsible, unnecessary and may be a real danger not only to himself, but to all road users.He tends to
be assertive and strong willed and is liable to become bored very quickly and hence distracted far more readily than
most other drivers, losing his focus and not concentrating fully on the task at hand.

In favourable conditions, the compliance characteristic may have a slight moderating influence on the other
characteristics and Thomas Sample may become a somewhat lower risk driver. He could become slightly more reliable
and conscientious, may attempt to plan ahead more and follow the Highway Code. He may endeavour to be more
careful and try to consider the consequences of his actions on other road users. He could make more of an effort to
concentrate on the task at hand.

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS

Friendly, verbal, communicative, positive, influential, persuasive, driving, competitive, inquisitive, self-starter, assertive,
compliant, careful, systematic, precise, accurate, logical, restless, active, mobile and alert.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Absorbs and communicates factual information.·
Achieves results based on facts, figures and logical thinking.·
Attentive to detail.·
Can influence and persuade others in a specialist/technical area of expertise.·
Confident in his area of competence.·
Has an interest in people and will communicate both verbally and in writing.·
A factual and logical problem solver.·
Wants a variety of challenging assignments.·

Motivators

Thomas Sample works best and is motivated by situations which allow him to have the power, authority and recognition
for the work that he is doing. It should be noted that there is also a need to do things in a systematic, logical manner and
as such security and clear objectives are also important motivators.

Should Thomas Sample have a boss, then ideally that person will be a participative but direct leader who not only
motivates but has a natural ability to communicate and direct. Communication should be in a logical and systematic
manner and it is important for the boss to recognise that Thomas Sample works best in situations where the exact
requirements have been negotiated and clearly defined. Authority and responsibility to act should then be given.

Values Thomas Sample brings to the Organisation

Thomas Sample has many attributes of value for an organisation, including the ability to lead through his
persuasiveness and positive attitude. His natural assertiveness and desire to win, will result in him adding value to an
organisation's bottom line. Thomas Sample is a logical and precise person and will add value to systems and
procedures.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS

Friendly, verbal, communicative, positive, influential, persuasive, driving, competitive, inquisitive, self-starter, assertive,
compliant, careful, systematic, precise, accurate, logical, restless, active, mobile and alert.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Absorbs and communicates factual information.·
Achieves results based on facts, figures and logical thinking.·
Attentive to detail.·
Can influence and persuade others in a specialist/technical area of expertise.·
Confident in his area of competence.·
Has an interest in people and will communicate both verbally and in writing.·
A factual and logical problem solver.·
Wants a variety of challenging assignments.·
May get bogged down with detail and confuse those who are less inclined towards specifics.·
Dislikes trouble and hassle.·
May talk too much and fail to listen to the other person's point of view.·
May become defensive when threatened or criticised.·
May delay the decision-making-process if unsure, or if the decisions are outside his area of competence and
expertise.

·

On occasions, may need some administrative support.·

TO MAXIMISE THOMAS SAMPLE'S POTENTIAL

Agree objectives and realistic timescales then monitor his progress.·
Once the objectives have been negotiated, check for understanding and confirm things in writing.·
Provide challenging assignments.·
Give him personal attention, reassurance and standard-operating-procedures.·
If he is unsure, help him with the decision making process.·
Provide clear direction and encourage more independence.·

RESPONSIBILITIES LIKELY TO BE APPROPRIATE TO THOMAS SAMPLE

Achieving results based on factual information.·
Adhering to and enforcing rules and procedures.·
Communicating both verbally and in writing in a specific area of expertise.·
Motivating and enthusing others in a specialist/technical environment.·
Ensuring quality and standards are maintained at all times.·
Working in an environment where getting it right is of the utmost importance.·
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POINTS TO REVIEW

FRUSTRATIONS/PROBLEMS/PRESSURES

As there are no frustrations showing in Thomas Sample's profile it is likely that he is behaviourally compatible with the
role, organisation and his superior.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Please note

The Personal Profile Analysis is a work-orientated inventory. The above is an Executive Summary designed to assist in
the selection, appraisal, development or coaching and mentoring process. It should never be used in isolation but in
conjunction with both an interview and a process whereby a person's experience, education, qualifications, competence
and trainability can be assessed.

It is recommended that other reports available on the Thomas' program are used, since they will provide additional
information and enhance this summary.
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GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE: Thomas

Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

CHARACTERISTICS

Friendly, communicative, persuasive, inquisitive, assertive, active, eager, restless, sometimes careful, systematic,
logical, driving, forceful and competitive.

GENERAL REVIEW

This logical and systematic person has the ability to work in a specialist area of expertise. He can absorb detailed
information and because of his ability to communicate both verbally and in writing can convey his findings to others. He
likes to be given standard operating procedures to work to and prefers an environment where the adherence to rules
and the maintaining of quality and standards are of the utmost importance. He may be cautious in terms of decision
making, especially if he feels he is being asked to make decisions that are outside his own area of expertise. His need to
get things right makes him a detailed problem solver and as a result of his ability to use persuasion to win his way, he
can usually convey his findings to others. He may become frustrated by routine tasks and as a result may not always tie
up the loose ends administratively.

Thomas Sample is likely to be best suited to a position in a specialist/technical area of expertise. There should be
standard operating procedures to work to and an opportunity to achieve results. The role should be people oriented and
wherever possible free of excessive trouble and hassle.

INTERVIEW HINTS

If the role in question is of a specific nature and requires a person who can communicate easily it is important during the
initial stages of the interview to assess these aspects of his behaviour. Allow Thomas Sample to relax and encourage
him to talk about his specific area of expertise. He should come over well in an easy going atmosphere.

If however the role in question is likely to be extremely pressurised or requires Thomas Sample to deal with people who
are stronger than himself you should begin to speed up the interview. Start to challenge his observations and question
what he is saying. He will either face you head on or alternatively he may back off in order to avoid trouble and hassle.
Could this affect job performance?

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

We recommend that you follow your usual interview technique with regard to CV, education, experience, knowledge and
other special needs. The following questions have been selected to assess Thomas Sample's potential shortfalls in
relation to the selected type of role. The full battery of questions should be used.

Discussion objective "D"

Will Thomas Sample keep going even when he is strongly opposed or will he give way too easily?
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How do you feel when you fail to win your own way with people.·
Give me an instance when you felt you did not achieve what you wanted.·
How did you feel about that.·
Do you become more assertive when you are losing or do you give way.·
Give me examples of two occasions when you had to back down.·
How do you feel when you are trying to deal with people who continually evade the issue.·
What do you do about it.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "I"

Can Thomas Sample modify his behaviour in order to accommodate others and could his dislike of rejection get in the
way of results?

If you are dealing with a slow and unemotional person, how do you feel.·
How do you create a quick relationship with such people.·
Do you change your style with such people.·
If yes, what do you do.·
How do you feel when you have to cope with a very aggressive person.·
Do you ever feel rejected.·
If yes, how do you overcome it.·
Have you ever been demotivated by either your work colleagues or your superior.·
If yes, describe what happened.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "S"

As a result of Thomas Sample's need for variety and change does he take on more than he can cope with?

Do you enjoy taking on new tasks.·
How do you ensure that you can fulfil all your obligations.·
Most people let others down at some stage, tell me about the last time you let someone down.·
How did that person react.·
What did you say.·
Explain what personal action you took to make sure that the same mistake does not occur again.·
Do you set yourself clear time objectives.·
Give me two or three instances where you failed to meet your time objectives.·
What did you do about it.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "C"

Is Thomas Sample flexible enough for the role?

Do you enjoy coping with a variety of things at the same time.·
Tell me about the variation you think you would find in this job.·
Do you think people have to make quick decisions in order to achieve results.·
Give me some instances of when you had to make quick decisions and tell me about the result.·
Are you usually a quick decision taker.·
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Have you decided if you want this job.·
If yes, why. If no, why not.·
Do you think I am likely to offer you the job.·
Why do you think that.·

Notes:

User Guidance

It should be noted that these questions are specifically designed for first interview stage only, i.e. initial screening.
Further useful information for initial interviews can be obtained from a "Strengths and Limitations" report.

If this candidate is to be considered further, the PPA Profile report will provide additional detail. It includes information
about likely behaviour under pressure, frustrations, how Thomas Sample is best motivated and the ideal style for his
supervisor.
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HOW TO MANAGE: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

MANAGING

Thomas Sample works best for a consultative manager who encourages him to utilise his own expertise to overcome
problems, and from whom he can seek advice. His boss needs to involve him to the extent that he feels he is an intrinsic
part of the organisation. In addition, he will expect his manager to set out firm ground rules and focus his efforts.

He works well in roles that involve him with others and provide a variety of tasks. Preferably linked to his own area of
expertise. Social rapport with his boss and tasks that enhance his acceptance of his colleagues, are important
ingredients in the effective management of Thomas Sample.

MOTIVATING

Despite this person's social and outgoing nature, he may not be as confident as he may appear. In order to motivate him
effectively, his boss needs to bolster his confidence. This can be done by involving him in open forum debate. However,
it is important that such events are informal, and that questions and ideas can be put without fear of rebuff. Basic
motivators include public recognition and praise, the opportunity to associate on a personal level with his colleagues and
superiors, organisational guidelines and operating procedures, prestige and position. His manager can underpin the
foregoing by introducing time and reporting schedules, praising and rewarding publicly, providing opportunity for
advancement and involving him in social activities both inside and outside work.

Thomas Sample is likely to respond well to high profile incentives, that reward contribution as well as achievement. It is
worth noting that he may prefer the money to the prize.

COMMUNICATING

An informal, conversational style, that encourages clarification and questions, is the most effective way of
communicating verbally with Thomas Sample. When communicating in writing, it is important to personalise memos and
other correspondence. An effective way of gaining attention is to insist that all correspondence received is either
initialled and returned as read, or acknowledged and commented on within a given period.

Whether communicating in writing or verbally, it remains important that Thomas Sample is given the "overall scenario"
supported by factual data and detail. The pace of any such communication can be relatively fast moving.

DIRECTING

The most effective way of controlling Thomas Sample in a practical sense, is the implementation of standard operating
and reporting procedures linked to controlled feedback. "Free wheel" reporting can make Thomas Sample anxious.
Causing him to believe that he should operate without doing so. Such practical controls should be supported by
motivational controls. Emphasise the positive and negative consequences on his prestige, standing, acceptance and
advancement, of conforming or otherwise.
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SUPPORTING

Thomas Sample is not by nature a quick decision maker, although he can and will make decisions. However, to provide
effective support, his boss must be prepared to give him sufficient time to consider any alternatives.

He may also need support if called upon to make harsh decisions that could lead to confrontation or negatively effect his
popularity. It is important such support is overt. Despite Thomas Sample's orientation towards detail he is not a natural
administrator. Consequently, efficient administrative support will usually be well received.

DELEGATING

Explanation and assurance that he can confer with, and refer to his boss, are core to effectively delegating to Thomas
Sample. These aspects are particularly pertinent when delegating tasks that lie outside his normal sphere.

He enjoys roles that involve him with others and provide him with the opportunity of helping, advising or leading his
colleagues. He is usually willing to accept full responsibility as long as the tasks and projects that fall within his particular
area of expertise are clearly identified.

Be aware that Thomas Sample's orientation towards detail and specifics can often be misinterpreted as administrative
competence. In reality administrative tasks, particularly of a routine nature, are inclined to bore him and result in lack of
commitment and careless mistakes. The delegation of routine administrative roles should therefore be avoided. As
should tasks that require him to work in isolation.

DISCIPLINING

The need to discipline can be forestalled if Thomas Sample is given clear goals. He will need reporting schedules to
work to and be able to communicate frequently with his boss. Failure to provide any of the foregoing can result in a
negatively defensive stance i.e. doing what is necessary to avoid retribution but no more.

If the need to take disciplinary action does arise, it is essential that all rules and procedures are adhered to. However a
non-authoritarian, consultative approach is likely to be more effective in getting Thomas Sample to accept any action
taken.

DEVELOPING

Thomas Sample's potential lies in his ability to utilise his expertise to lead, advise and assist others. Assuming average
intelligence and intellect, he has the potential to fulfil a managerial role.

Training that is aimed at developing or enhancing specialisation, communication or interpersonal skills e.g.public
presentations, will usually be well received and mutually beneficial. Such training should help increase his confidence
and assertiveness. However attempts to improve his administrative and general organisational skills are likely to be less
productive.
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INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE - PERSONAL PROFILE ANALYSIS

Thomas Sample

We recommend that the following questions be considered by the interviewer when meeting with Thomas Sample.
These probing questions have been designed to assist the interviewer in gaining a more in-depth understanding of
Thomas Sample, his strengths, limitations and behavioural style. This exploratory approach has been prompted by the
contents of the PPA report.

The following series of questions can be used to verify the profile and the extent to which Thomas Sample is aware of
his impact on others within the working environment. They are also designed to identify whether he is adaptable in terms
of modifying his behaviour to meet the needs of colleagues.

What situations at work please and motivate you the most?·
Describe two situations where, firstly, it has been necessary for you to take a very carefully considered decision
and, secondly, where it was imperative for you to act immediately. How do you feel about the courses of action
that you took? What was the final outcome?

·

What are the most noticeable disadvantages, if any, of detail-orientation and being systematic and precise?·
What would your plan of action be if you were called upon to challenge others, get them to accept your authority
and take harsh and unpopular strategic or disciplinary decisions?

·

How risk averse are you? What is your normal approach to the assessment of risk, decision taking and appraising
people and disciplining sub-standard performance?

·

Describe the ideal manner in which your contributions to the team or organisation should be recognised and
rewarded?

·

What role and importance does personal popularity play in your system of values?·
Adhering strictly to policy, procedure, regulations and precedent would, many believe, have both a positive and
negative influence on performance. Would you care to summarise these? How would these relate to your own
role?

·

Indications are that if you were in a position of authority you would ensure that all operational procedures were
defined in detail and implemented systematically and conventionally. What would the immediate and longer terms
limitations of this approach be?

·

And finally, is there anything else you would like to tell me that I have not asked about?
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

Leaders possess a 'vision': a long term view of the shape of an organisation, a brand, product, service or project. This
vision shapes other people's actions and decisions. Leaders enthuse and motivate people by the way they communicate
this vision. They form great teams, some of whose members know more about specific areas than them. Leaders point
their team in the right direction, through their vision; they set the ground rules while enabling a team and its members to
achieve their full potential. They allow people to make mistakes - but not too many. They praise as well as correct.

Leaders act quickly to solve problems. They know enough about their business or particular organisational competences
to be respected, but they don't get lost in detail. They walk the talk: they act in a way which consistently reflects what
they say, creating trust and a reputation for integrity.

PERSONAL LEADERSHIP STYLE

D I S C
Thomas Sample is likely to have good leadership characteristics for roles which are of a
technical, specialist nature where policy and procedure are important. His leadership
skills will be enhanced by good knowledge and experience of his field. He will perform
best in an organisation whose culture is consultative, direct and logical.

His leadership potential will also depend on aspects of his emotional awareness and level
of fluid intelligence.

Likely Leadership Strengths

Absorbs and communicates factual information·
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Achieves results based on facts, figures and logical thinking·
A good technical/specialist problem solver·
Complies with roles, policies and procedures·
Objective in monitoring and evaluating performance·
Enjoys a challenge and seeks variety in his role·

Potential Leadership Limitations

May procrastinate when making difficult decisions·
May not always set and monitor key tasks·
May be critical and a hard taskmaster with regards to quality·
May not set and control demanding objectives·
Could underestimate the complexity of a problem·

General Communication

Thomas Sample is likely to be a good communicator who can maintain the interest of others through his enthusiasm. He
will tend to express feelings and usually communicates in a non-antagonistic manner. Thomas Sample will generally
appear self-assured and will communicate using facts and figures if he feels better results will be achieved.

Presentation Style

Thomas Sample is likely to be an enthusiastic presenter who is likely to interest others about his product or task if he
has good knowledge of the area. There may be a tendency for Thomas Sample to present facts at a pace that others
who are not as well versed in the subject may not be able to cope with.

Decision Making Style

Under normal circumstances, Thomas Sample is likely to be comfortable making decisions, especially in areas where he
has experience and/or he has time to evaluate the situation first. However, Thomas Sample may hesitate to take difficult
decisions involving people, particularly if such a decision could make Thomas Sample unpopular with his staff.

Meeting Deadlines and Time Management

Thomas Sample may prefer not to plan thoroughly and may make plans at the last minute. He is likely to be an active
person who pursues stimulating situations and challenges. As a result, time management may be of the kind where
requirements are met just before the deadline.

He is likely to prefer strategic planning rather than long-term, detailed planning as he may prefer to influence others
favourably to 'buy' an idea or concept.

Goal Focus

Thomas Sample is generally motivated by the need to get things right, measurable goals, personal rewards and public
recognition. Thus he may have the drive to satisfy and thereby impress others.

Administration

Whilst Thomas Sample will generally attend to detail, he may not necessarily be thorough and could dislike routine. This
may result in him not always following a job through to its ultimate completion, especially where there is a heavy
administrative workload. Thomas Sample may prefer to move on from one project to another, rather than to be involved
long-term on any one aspect of work.
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Planning and Problem Solving

Thomas Sample is likely to be a detailed problem solver, who enjoys situations involving change. He is likely to be
creative and purposeful in meeting challenges, especially if the problem is of specific interest to him.

Ensuring Quality and Accuracy

Although Thomas Sample may be able to constantly produce work of a high standard and paying attention to detail, it
will probably only remain a consistent hallmark of his work if he is given challenging and varied assignments. He may
prefer to enlist the co-operation and support of others in ensuring quality and accuracy.

Handling Criticism and Aggression

This outgoing person is likely to rely on his natural assertiveness and persuasive skills in antagonistic situations. He will
tend to handle himself confidently yet diplomatically when opposed by others and will usually succeed in maintaining
favourable working relationships when handling sensitive and important objections. He is likely to accept warranted
criticism positively and will not delay in implementing the required remedial steps. Thomas Sample will, however,
counter unjustified criticism using all the relevant supporting data and facts to defend his standpoint. It should be noted
that he could be hurt if he believed that others' criticism was aimed at him personally.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

If Thomas Sample is an existing leader within the organisation and the above-mentioned limitations are evident, then we
recommend that you consider providing him with the training recommended below, but only if such training has not
previously been undertaken.

Decision Making

Competent decision makers have good judgement, particularly if the decision is tough. They are prepared to listen to
others' views, discuss important issues, consider all the implications and have the confidence to take timely and shrewd
decisions.

Because Thomas Sample has an innate need to both get things done and get things right he may procrastinate at times
and as such would benefit from decision making training which covers the following:

The decision making process - Analysing the situation/problem, checking for understanding, evaluating the
alternatives, discussing ideas, formulating decision guidelines, calculating the risk, setting objectives and
timescales, and implementing decisions;

·

Listening and understanding - Its importance in decision making;·
Risk analysis - Allowing the decision maker to assess the likelihood of success without wasting too much time and
effort by gathering facts;

·

Innovation and judgement - The importance of ideas in decision making;·
Timing and communication - Bringing others into the process and carrying them along with it;·

Listening

Good listeners have sufficient clarity of mind to be able to listen attentively, consider the content and respond positively
and constructively.

As part of Thomas Sample's training in listening, it is important for him to understand 'The Listening Process' - it is not
just about hearing, and should incorporate the following:
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Comprehending - Checking for understanding, confirming that the other person's views have been heard;·
Observing - Being aware of body language in order to identify the speaker's passion for what is being said and
their feelings on the subject;

·

Awareness - Of one's own body language, importance of showing interest, being alert to what is being said,
indicating agreement or opposition without necessarily interrupting;

·

Questioning - Developing the ability to ask questions and seek the opinion of others in an open-manner. Being
prepared to listen to the response and realising that others are not always confident and competent
communicators.

·
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW
QUESTIONNAIRE: Thomas Sample

08/06/2012
Private & Confidential

CHARACTERISTICS

Friendly, persuasive, participative, self-starter, direct, assertive, active, mobile, logical, systematic, sometimes careful,
communicative, forceful, competitive, eager and alert.

MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY

D I S C
Thomas Sample has the ability to motivate and direct an operation within his own area of
expertise. He is likely to be specialist/technical by nature and as such prefers standard
operating procedures to work from. He has the ability to make decisions and will not
hesitate to do so if these decisions are within his area of knowledge. However, he may be
reluctant to take decisions if he feels that he is being pressurised into areas which are
outside his area of expertise. He is likely to be a detailed problem solver and because of
his ability to communicate verbally and in writing should have no difficulty conveying his
information and findings to others.

Thomas Sample's potential weaknesses in terms of a general management role are that
he may be too specific and cautious for the role. If the position calls for quick action and
decision making outside an area of expertise, this person may have difficulty coping with
the function. If faced with such decisions he may prefer working with a superior who
would be willing to offer the necessary support and reassurance on such occasions.
There is a tendency for him to become bored with routine administrative tasks and as
such may not always tie up the loose ends.

Thomas Sample is likely to be better suited to a management role within a
specialist/technical area of expertise rather than a general position. There should be
standard operating procedures to work from and decision making should be based on
knowledge and expertise.

INTERVIEW HINTS

Thomas Sample is likely to interview well in a relaxed and easy going environment. Give him the opportunity to verbalise
and ask questions. Assess whether he likely to be rules oriented and nit-picking and whether this aspect of his
behaviour could enhance the position or on the other hand, could he frustrate colleagues or subordinates who are less
specific and systematic than himself? As the interview progresses begin to place pressure on Thomas Sample.
Challenge his observations whilst at the same time test his decision making. Could he cope with general decision
making outside his area of expertise or would he need support in this area?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

We recommend that you follow your usual interview technique with regard to CV, education, experience, knowledge and
other special needs. The following questions have been selected to assess Thomas Sample's potential shortfalls in
relation to the selected type of role. The full battery of questions should be used.

Discussion objective "D"

Will Thomas Sample keep going even when he is strongly opposed or will he give way too easily.

How do you feel when you fail to win your own way with people.·
Give me an instance when you felt you did not achieve what you wanted.·
How did you feel about that.·
Do you become more assertive when you are losing or do you give way.·
Give me examples of two occasions when you had to back down.·
How do you feel when you are trying to manage people who evade the issue.·
What do you do about it.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "I"

Can Thomas Sample modify his behaviour in order to accommodate others and could his dislike of rejection get in the
way of results?

If you are managing a slow and unemotional person, how do you feel.·
How do you create a quick relationship with such people.·
Do you change your style with such people.·
If yes, what do you do.·
How do you feel when you have to manage a very aggressive person.·
Do you ever feel rejected.·
If yes, how do you overcome it.·
Have you ever felt demotivated by either your team or a superior.·
If yes, describe that person to me.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "S"

As a result of Thomas Sample's need for variety and change does he take on more than he can cope with?

Do you enjoy taking on new tasks.·
How do you ensure that you can fulfil all your obligations.·
Most people let others down at some stage, tell me about the last time you let someone down.·
How did that person react.·
What did you say.·
Explain what personal action you took to make sure that the same mistake does not occur again.·
Do you set yourself clear time objectives.·
Give me two or three instances where you failed to meet your time objectives.·
What did you do about it.·

Notes:
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Discussion objective "C"

Is Thomas Sample flexible enough for a management role?

Do you enjoy coping with a variety of things at the same time.·
Tell me about the variation you think you would find in this job.·
Do you think managers have to make quick decisions in order to achieve results.·
Give me some instances of when you had to make quick decisions and tell me about the result.·
Are you usually a quick decision maker.·
Have you decided if you want this job.·
If yes, why. If no, why not.·
Do you think I am likely to offer you the job.·
Why do you think that.·

Notes:

User Guidance

It should be noted that these questions are specifically designed for first interview stage only, i.e. initial screening.
Further useful information for initial interviews can be obtained from a "Strengths and Limitations" report.

If this candidate is to be considered further, the PPA Profile report will provide additional detail. It includes information
about likely behaviour under pressure, frustrations, how Thomas Sample is best motivated and the ideal style for his
supervisor.
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PERSONAL REVIEW: Thomas Sample
08/06/2012

Private & Confidential

PERSONAL STYLE

Thomas Sample is an integrative leader of others who uses persuasion and fact to get his point across. There is an
inherent ability both to absorb and share information on a variety of subjects. He is naturally outgoing and assertive.
However, while appearing to be somewhat lighthearted, this person will tend to abide by the rules. He can, in fact, be
quite conventional in approach. Though detail-oriented, there is a need for variety in both tasks and situations. Thomas
Sample is quite mobile and enjoys travelling.

He is normally assertive and positive but will give in to more authoritative personalities and established authority. Being
a persuader rather than a director, the emphasis is on winning wars not battles i.e. this person will give in order to gain.
A good promoter of images, he is a manipulator and motivator of people. He has a tendency to gravitate toward areas of
endeavour which involve people rather than things.

Thomas Sample can, on occasions, be slightly erratic and will prefer to start rather than finish projects. While quite
happy to make decisions based on fact, there is an indication that harsh and unpopular decisions will be avoided where
possible. When absolutely necessary, the approach will be somewhat indirect with an effort made to shift
blame/responsibility. This should not be read as a suggestion that he cannot make decisions. Thomas Sample is
outgoing and gregarious by nature and gets on a first-name basis easily. He enjoys the limelight and public recognition
of achievement.

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS

Friendly, verbal, communicative, positive, influential, persuasive, driving, competitive, inquisitive, self-starter, assertive,
compliant, careful, systematic, precise, accurate, logical, restless, active, mobile and alert.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Absorbs and communicates factual information.·
Achieves results based on facts, figures and logical thinking.·
Attentive to detail.·
Can influence and persuade others in a specialist/technical area of expertise.·
Confident in his area of competence.·
Has an interest in people and will communicate both verbally and in writing.·
A factual and logical problem solver.·
Wants a variety of challenging assignments.·
May get bogged down with detail and confuse those who are less inclined towards specifics.·
Dislikes trouble and hassle.·
May talk too much and fail to listen to the other person's point of view.·
May become defensive when threatened or criticised.·
May delay the decision-making-process if unsure, or if the decisions are outside his area of competence and
expertise.

·
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On occasions, may need some administrative support.·

TO MAXIMISE THOMAS SAMPLE'S POTENTIAL

Agree objectives and realistic timescales then monitor his progress.·
Once the objectives have been negotiated, check for understanding and confirm things in writing.·
Provide challenging assignments.·
Give him personal attention, reassurance and standard-operating-procedures.·
If he is unsure, help him with the decision making process.·
Provide clear direction and encourage more independence.·

RESPONSIBILITIES LIKELY TO BE APPROPRIATE TO THOMAS SAMPLE

Achieving results based on factual information.·
Adhering to and enforcing rules and procedures.·
Communicating both verbally and in writing in a specific area of expertise.·
Motivating and enthusing others in a specialist/technical environment.·
Ensuring quality and standards are maintained at all times.·
Working in an environment where getting it right is of the utmost importance.·
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SALES INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE:
Thomas Sample

08/06/2012
Private & Confidential

CHARACTERISTICS

Friendly, communicative, persuasive, inquisitive, assertive, active, eager, restless, sometimes careful, systematic,
logical, driving, forceful and competitive.

SALES COMPATIBILITY

Thomas Sample's characteristics suggest that he is likely to be a good opener, fair closer, and technical presenter
providing he has been given good training and product education.

The potential sales weaknesses showing in this profile, relate to this person's fear of rejection, trouble and hassle. As
such, there may be times when he does not push the prospect hard enough and perhaps relies too heavily on verbal
reasoning based on logic and facts. This could lead to objections due to confusion being caused by giving too much
information. He is likely to prefer door openers to cold calling, may not ask for the order and could need reassurance
from his superior.

With regular management support and good sales and product training, this person may have some potential in direct
selling. It should however be noted that he is likely to give his best results in a technical/specialist or soft sell sales area.

INTERVIEW HINTS

Let him feel comfortable at the early stage of the interview, assess whether or not he listens to what you are saying or
feels apart from you. He may be concentrating on what he is going to say next or searching for more questions to ask.
Assess whether he is likely to take a direct line in selling, or is there a possibility that he may confuse prospects with too
much fine detail. As the interview progresses begin to place pressure on Thomas Sample in order to assess whether he
has the ability to cope with more aggressive individuals.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

We recommend that you follow your usual interview technique with regard to CV, education, experience, knowledge and
other special needs. The following questions have been selected to assess Thomas Sample's potential shortfalls in
relation to the selected type of role. The full battery of questions should be used.

Discussion objective "D"

Will Thomas Sample keep going even when he is strongly opposed or will he give way too easily?

How do you feel when you fail to win your own way.·
Give me an instance when you did not win your way.·
How did you feel about that.·
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Do you become more assertive when you are losing or do you give way.·
Give me an example of an occasion(s) when you had to back down.·
How do you feel when you are trying to sell to a buyer who evades the issue.·
What do you do about it.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "I"

Can Thomas Sample modify his behaviour in order to accommodate others and could his dislike of rejection get in the
way of results?

If you are selling to a slow and unemotional person, how do you feel.·
How do you create a quick relationship with such people.·
Do you change your style with such people.·
If yes, what do you do.·
What about selling to a very aggressive person, how do you feel.·
Do you ever feel rejected.·
If yes, how do you overcome it.·
Have you ever felt demotivated by a boss.·
If yes, describe that boss to me.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "S"

As a result of Thomas Sample's need for variety and change does he take on more than he can cope with?

Do you enjoy taking on new tasks.·
How do you ensure that you can fulfil all your obligations.·
Most people let others down at some stage, tell me about the last time you let someone down.·
How did that person react.·
What did you say.·
Explain what personal action you took to make sure that the same mistake does not occur again.·

Notes:

Discussion objective "C"

Is Thomas Sample flexible enough for a sales role?

Do you enjoy coping with a variety of things at the same time.·
Tell me about the variation you think you would find in this job.·
Do you think sales people have to make quick decisions to gain sales.·
Give me some instances of how and when a sales person would decide to try to close a deal.·
Are you a quick decision taker.·
Give me some occasions when you had to take quick decisions.·
Have you decided if you want this job.·
If yes, why. If no, why not.·

Notes:
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User Guidance

It should be noted that these questions are specifically designed for first interview stage only, i.e. initial screening.
Further useful information for initial interviews can be obtained from a "Strengths and Limitations" report.

If this candidate is to be considered further, the PPA Profile report will provide additional detail. It includes information
about likely behaviour under pressure, frustrations, how Thomas Sample is best motivated and the ideal style for his
supervisor.
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